
Physical Education Rubric

4-8

4 3 2 1

SKILLS

Student properly demonstrates 

ALL of the skills used in"activity" 

while participating in a modified 

game, and during skill drills

Student properly demonstrates 

MOST of the skills used in 

"activity" while participating in a 

modified game, and during skill 

drills

Student properly demonstrates FEW 

skills used in "activity" while 

participating in a modified game, and 

during skill drills

Student does NOT properly 

demonstrate ANY of the skills used 

in  "activity" or during skill drills

STRATEGIES/GAME 

PLAY/RULES

Student CONSISTENTLY  

demonstrates effective offensive 

and defensive strategies during 

game play and an understanding 

of ALL the rules needed to play 

the "game"

Student FREQUENTLY 

demonstrates effective offensive 

and defensive strategies during 

game play and an understanding of 

MOST of the rules needed to play 

the "game"

Student RARELY demonstrates 

effective offensive and defensive 

strategies during game play and an 

understanding of  FEW the rules 

needed to play the "game"

Student demonstrates 

INEFFECTIVE offensive and 

defensive  strategies during game 

play and little to no understandin 

of the rules needed to  play the 

"game"

Sportsmanship

Student CONSISTENTLY  

demonstrates good 

sportsmanship toward other 

students during game play and 

skill sessions

Student FREQUENTLY 

demonstrates good sportsmanship 

toward other students during 

game play and skill sessions

Student SOMETIMES demonstrates 

good sportsmanship toward other 

students during game play and skill 

sessions

Student does NOT demonstrate 

good sportsmanship during any 

game play and skill sessions

EFFORT/ 

PARTICIPATION

Student CONSISTENTLY 

participates and demonstrates a 

high level of effort in all activities

Student FREQUENTLY participates 

and demonstrates a good level of 

effort in all activities

Student RARELY participates and 

demonstrates little effort in all 

activities

Student does NOT paricipate and 

demonstrates no effort in 

activities

BEHAVIOR

Student CONSISTENTLY listens to 

and follows directions and class 

policies

Student FREQUENTLY listens to 

and follows directions and class  

policies

Student SOMETIMES listens to and 

follows directions and class policies

Student does NOT listen to and 

follow directions or class policies

Grading:

4 Exceeding standards

3 Developing appropriately

2 Needing improvement

1 Performing unsatisfactorily


